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Current Status of EUV pod 

 Status of current platforms 
 EUV-1005 in full HVM production 

 EUV-1006 qualified and released 

 

 Next Generation product (EUV-1007) in testing 
 Backwards compatible with EUV-1005 and EUV-1006 

 Product release expected April 2013 

▪ See roadmap next slide 

 

 

 Detailed updates and Next Generation details being shared with 
customers 
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High Level Entegris EUV Type A Roadmap  

2012 2014 2013 

EUV-1005 in HVM production 

Shipped through October of 2012 

EUV-1006= 1005 inner pod + 1007 outer pod 

Qualified August of 2012 – Shipping October 2012 

EUV-1007 under testing now 

Expect full market release by January 2013 

Product shipping April 2013 

EUV-1010 Development if necessary 

EUV-1010 Development 



Testing Results 
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Review of past test results 

Latching and storage data 

reflected similar results 

when compared to others’ 

Simulated shipping tests 

showed promise 

This drove additional 

testing shown on 

following slides 
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ISTA 2A 

 We focused on 

sequence #5 as this was 

most severe portion of 

the standard (ie- where we 

would see failure) 
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 1- Test Method 

 EUV mask for particle adder scan (coated on one side) 

 EUV pod with OHT 

 Mask Scan: High Sensitivity (>83nm), No edge exclusion (152 x 152mm 
scanning area) 

▪ Scan front side adders only in this test 

▪ Back side scans performed only after successful front side testing 

 Type 2 secondary packaging 

 Drop Height: 38 inches (Box weight: 15lb) 

 Drop in 10 directions (ISTA2A: 1 corner, 3 edges, 6 surfaces) 

ISTA2A drop testing with particle adders 
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 Drop test sequence 

 

 

 

 

 Photos of secondary packaging (after drop test #1) 

ISTA2A drop testing with particle adders 

Outer box paper tape broke Inner box tape broke 
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 2- Test Results 

 No damage to mask 

 Data analysis resulted in 1 particle adder 

 Based upon these results we decided to drop 3 more times (back, front, back) 

ISTA2A drop testing with particle adders (front side #1) 

EUV mask drop test result (Pre vs. Post scan) 
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ISTA2A drop testing with particle adders (front side #1)  

Pre-scan Post-scan 
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ISTA2A drop testing with particle adders (back side #1)  

 3-4 adders 

 0 adders in Quality Area (142mm x 142mm) 

Pre-scan 
Post-scan 
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ISTA2A drop testing with particle adders (front side #2)  

 2 particle adders in Quality Area 142mm x 142mm 

Pre-scan Post-scan 
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ISTA2A drop testing with particle adders (back side #2)  

 13 adders in Quality area 142mm x 142mm 

Pre-scan Post-scan 
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Summary 

 EUV-1005 released to HVM 

 

 EUV-1006 qualified and released 

 

 EUV-1007 product in testing 

 

 Drop test results show promise 

 

 

 

 




